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Are you a fan of historical romance? Do you enjoy stories filled with passion,
intrigue, and true love? Look no further because "The Earl Unsuitable Bride" by
Sweet Chase Brides is here to captivate your heart and transport you to a world
of forbidden love, societal expectations, and untamed desires.

"The Earl Unsuitable Bride" is a delightful tale set in 19th century England, where
the clash between tradition and rebellious spirits takes center stage. It chronicles
the tumultuous journey of Lady Isabel, a strong-willed young woman whose
destiny intertwines with that of the brooding and mysterious Lord Edward, the
Earl of Ashford.

As the heiress to a respected family, Lady Isabel finds herself trapped in a
whirlwind of rules and expectations. Society demands that she marries a man of
noble birth, wealth, and social standing. However, her independent nature and
desire for love leave her yearning for something more extraordinary.
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Meanwhile, Lord Edward has built a reputation for being an enigmatic and elusive
figure in London's high society. Rumors of scandal and dark secrets surround
him, making him the subject of both fear and fascination. His haunted past and
cynical attitude towards love make him an unlikely candidate for marriage, let
alone a suitable match for Lady Isabel.

Inevitably, their paths cross, and a passionate and forbidden love begins to
blossom. As they navigate obstacles and face societal norms, their bond
strengthens and their hearts become entwined, leading to a whirlwind of
emotions.

Throughout the novel, Sweet Chase Brides intricately weaves a captivating
tapestry of historical accuracy and evocative storytelling. The reader is treated to
lush descriptions of elegant ballrooms, opulent estates, and the charming
landscapes of the English countryside. The author's attention to detail immerses
readers in the sights, sounds, and emotions of the characters.

In addition to the vivid setting, the characters in "The Earl Unsuitable Bride" are
beautifully crafted, multi-dimensional individuals. Lady Isabel's resilience and
determination to follow her heart make her a relatable and inspiring protagonist.
Lord Edward's mysterious allure and hidden vulnerabilities make him the
quintessential romantic hero, guaranteeing readers will fall head over heels for
him.

One of the standout features of "The Earl Unsuitable Bride" is the skillful
exploration of societal expectations and the constraints placed on women during
the time period. It delves into the complexities of choosing love over duty and
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challenges traditional gender roles, highlighting the strength and agency of
women in a world dominated by men.

Sweet Chase Brides masterfully combines historical accuracy with the modern
reader's desire for a compelling romantic storyline. The author provides an
intelligent portrayal of love during a time when societal norms dictated
relationships, creating tension and gripping the reader's attention.

So, if you're ready to embark on an enchanting journey filled with love, passion,
and the triumph of the human spirit, "The Earl Unsuitable Bride" by Sweet Chase
Brides is the perfect choice for you. This captivating novel will transport you to a
bygone era while exploring timeless themes of love and liberation. Prepare to be
swept off your feet by the irresistible allure of Lady Isabel and Lord Edward's
breathtaking romance.
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♥  A nobleman and a common girl
♥  A close-knit, meddling family
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♥  A trunkful of jewelry
♥  A dastardly kidnapping
♥  Sweet romance!

From New York Times bestselling author Lauren Royal and her daughter comes
the first novel in their beloved series featuring the “outrageously funny, loyal, and
endearing” Chase family.

Amethyst Goldsmith makes dazzling jewelry, but her future isn’t nearly as bright
as the pieces she creates. Though custom dictates she wed her father’s
apprentice, her heart rebels against the match. In mere days Amy will be
condemned to a stifling, loveless marriage, and she sees no way out—until the
devastating fire of 1666 sweeps through London, and tragedy lands her in the
arms of a dashing young earl who knows a diamond in the rough when he sees
it…

Colin Chase, the Earl of Greystone, has his future all figured out. He’s restoring
his crumbling castle and estate to its former glory, and the key to its completion is
his rich bride-to-be. But the Great Fire lays waste to his plans, saddling him with
trouble—in the form of a penniless shopkeeper’s daughter with whom he’s most
inconveniently falling in love…

PLEASE NOTE: This book is a SWEET & CLEAN ROMANCE. If you’d prefer to
read a steamy romance with a similar plot, look for “When an Earl Meets a Girl”
by Lauren Royal.

Book Details

A complete, standalone story—no cliffhangers!



Series: Sweet Chase Brides, Book 1
Style: Sweet historical romance
Length: 112,500 words (about 450 standard pages)
Bonus Material: Author’s Note, preview of next book, link to giveaway
Clean Read: No offensive language or explicit content*

* If you’d prefer to read a steamy version of this series, look for “When an Earl
Meets a Girl” by Lauren Royal.

Awards

• Top 10 Bestseller on Amazon, Apple Books, Barnes & Noble, Google Play, and
Kobo!
• Finalist for the 2016 RWA Award of Excellence!

Reviews

"Captivating historical romance. Romance readers of all ages will love Lauren
Royal & Devon Royal’s books!”
—Glynnis Campbell, USA Today Bestselling Author

“A wonderful read! … captures all the pageantry, excitement, and color that was
Restoration England.”
—Romantic Times

“…will keep you up long after bedtime, laughing one minute and crying the next.”
—Love Romances.com

Connecting Books

While The Earl’s Unsuitable Bride can be read as a stand-alone novel, many
readers enjoy reading it as part of a series. All of Lauren & Devon’s books feature



Chase family members. Should you wish to read them in chronological order, this
is the sequence:

Sweet Chase Brides
The Earl’s Unsuitable Bride
The Marquess’s Scottish Bride
The Laird’s Fairytale Bride
The Duke’s Reluctant Bride
The Viscount’s Wallflower Bride
The Baron’s Inconvenient Bride
The Gentleman’s Scandalous Bride
The Cavalier's Christmas Bride
A Chase Brides Christmas (A Family Reunion)

Sweet Chase Brides: The Regency
Alexandra
Juliana
Corinna

Sweet Chase Brides: The Renaissance - New in 2021
Alice Betrothed

Specially Priced Boxed Sets
Sweet Chase Brides Boxed Set One: The Chases
Sweet Chase Brides Boxed Set Two: The Ashcrofts
Sweet Chase Brides: The Complete Regency Trilogy
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Methods To Attract Your Students' Motivation
And Stay Nice
As an educator, one of the most fulfilling experiences is seeing your
students motivated and eager to learn. However, sometimes it can be a
challenge to keep their motivation...

High School Journalism Practical Guide - A
Must-Read for Aspiring Young Writers!
Welcome to the ultimate practical guide for high school journalism! If you
are a young writer looking to explore the exciting world of journalism, this
article is...

120 Tips For Better Golf And Lower Scores
Golf is a sport that requires skill, precision, and focus. Whether you're a
beginner or a seasoned player, there's always room for improvement in
your game. In this article,...

The Ultimate Guide to Cruise Line Yacht River
Cruise Line Employment and Jobs
Are you dreaming of a career that allows you to travel the world, meet
new people, and work in a dynamic and exciting environment? Look no
further than the cruise line yacht...
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